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Thousands of women (13,000 in Toronto) went out last week, over "pussy" related issues, officially
gathered under the Women's March on Washington label. The March had a global envergure: it took
place in many cities around the world on January 21, the day after the inauguration of the new U.S.
president, Donald Trump.

Yet only about 3,000 people were confirmed to attend Monday's morning protest at the United States
Consulate in Toronto, against the "Muslim ban" executively put forward by Donald Trump. The "ban" is
intended to prevent citizens from seven predominantely Muslim countries (Syria, Iran, Sudan, Libya,
Somalia, Yemen and Iraq) from entering the wannabe dream-making, soon to be the wall-protected
nation of the United States of America, for about 90 days
(https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/01/29/everything-need-know-donald-trumps-muslim-ban/)
(the number of days formerly allowed under the Visa Waiver Program
(https://travel.state.gov/content/visas/en/visit/visa-waiver-program.html)).

The order seems to not apply to the Muslims states of Saudi Arabia or the United Arab Emirates. We can
all guess why. Yet the ban surely applies to dual citizens and residents -- those already legally entitled to
reside, study or conduct some sort of business in the United States. Or differently said, those legally
entitled to belong to the community of value whose borders shape the American nation-state. 

Migrants are foreign people entering a nation and subsequently, differentially included into, or excluded
from the nation, based on who they constitute as categories of migrants and how they are imagined to fit
within these categories and within the nation. We all know by now that within the recent American
public rhetoric, refugees per se are not imagined to fit within the great American nation.
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On the one hand, the ban will keep out asylum seekers (for about 120 days
(https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/01/29/everything-need-know-donald-trumps-muslim-ban/)),
as it places a cap on the number of new entries into the country, based on such exclusionary imaginings.
On the other hand, it will also politically delineate who has the right to belong and be included into
American-ness.

It is one thing to exclude the already-excluded (common praxis within policy making) or to deny entry to
the ones not seen as worthy of deserving entrance (not that we should take sine qua non the
deserving/non-deserving distinction from the English Elizabethan times), but trying to exclude the ones
who have been de facto included (already "legally" allowed into the nation) means that the whole game of
granting rights and entitlements gets re-engineered on stringent national and cultural values of
belonging, while shifting the very same parameters from which legality and illegality get defined and
redefined.

Premeditating expulsion of those seen as unfit to fit in, based on their cultural and/or religious
characteristic of being Muslim, and extending the legal sphere over cultural prejudices of belonging and
non-belonging, constructs "culture" by excellence as a site where inclusionary and exclusionary processes
get to be manifested. 

Concerns however, are not only with whom the state views as "illegal" within its shifting parameters of
legality but also with finding illegitimate and illegal ways (Trump's executive order was legally challenged
in court by the American Civil Liberties Union (https://www.aclu.org/news/federal-court-grants-
stay-challenge-trump-immigration-ban)) of moving legal subjects in illegality simply because they do not
fit our imaginings of belonging to the great exceptional nation that constitutes the United States.

Similar was observed with the Brexit logic. Brexit was the consequential result of protecting national
borders and fighting against the rights of free movement within the European Union, hence an effort to
definitively exclude immigrants from Britain as a community of value, and to impose Britain as Britain,
in relation to everything else.

Comparably, Trump's "Muslim ban" is more about protecting jus sanguinis Americaness and keeping it
away from the Muslims subjects that would culturally pollute it. "To protect our country and keep it safe"
could ad litteram be interpreted as the state's right to outline who is part of America and who should be
part of America. 

I got to the United States Consulate in Toronto at about 8:30 a.m. on January 30. The police were
roaring of course and a helicopter was patrolling above; although, in anticipation of the protest, the
Consulate closed its doors for the day. Numbers were difficult to estimate. Around 500, I would say, or
perhaps close to 1,000. Still incomparably shorter than a week ago.
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While people did gather for impromptu, ongoing protests across the United States, the overall public
outcries over the "Muslim ban" did not match in magnitude those over the Women's March. Sure, some
may say, the Women's March was organized on the election momentum and people had since November
to plan and organize the event ahead of time. However, as much as I do believe that life is mostly about
timing and moments, I attribute such discrepancy in numbers to ideological reasons.

In writing about violence, Hannah Arendt (https://www.amazon.com/Violence-Hannah-
Arendt/dp/8087888952) wrote that "In order to respond reasonably, one must first of all be 'moved' and
the opposite of emotional is not 'rational,' whatever that may mean, but either the inability to be moved,
usually a pathological phenomenon, or sentimentality, which is a perversion of feeling".

And in terms of values and ideas, the Muslim as the new Jew, does not move us the same way as abstract
"pussy" issues do. Because women are better off making their 100k, supplementary buying pink
cashmere thread to knit pink pussy hats, and symbolically and diligently marching over abstract, non-
institutionalized pussy-grabbing issues. They are better off posting photos of the Marches on Facebook,
taking pride on having some Vogue (http://www.vogue.com/13520360/meet-the-women-of-the-
womens-march-on-washington/) coverage, and continually morning the lost legacy of Obama's
presidency.

All while failing to responsibly acknowledge that Trump's ban could not have been almost-
institutionalized if Obama had not signed initial restrictions on these seven countries in December
2015 (https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/19/us/politics/us-expands-restrictions-on-visa-waiver-
program-for-visitors.html?_r=2), right after the Paris attacks, making it harder for their citizens or
travelers from within the region to enter the United States.

As angry as we are with Trump, he is only a symptom. A consequence of the hyper-neoliberal, drone-
infused system that culminated in the American racist state and the holy blessed land of imperial
America. 

Like this article? Please chip in (https://secure.rabble.ca/donate/) to keep stories like these coming.

 (https://secure.rabble.ca/donate/)
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Tell the truth and avoid rumours.
Add context and background.
Report typos and logical fallacies.
Be respectful.
Respect copyright - link to articles.
Stay focused. Bring in-depth commentary to our

discussion forum, babble (/babble).

Don't

Use oppressive/offensive language.
Libel or defame.
Bully or troll.
Post spam.
Engage trolls. Flag suspect activity instead.

COMMENTS

We welcome your comments! rabble.ca embraces a pro-human rights, pro-feminist, anti-racist, queer-positive, anti-imperialist and pro-labour stance, and
encourages discussions which develop progressive thought. Our full comment policy can be found here (/about/comment-policy). Learn
more about Disqus on rabble.ca and your privacy here. (/node/115848) Please keep in mind:

Thank you for reading this story…

More people are reading rabble.ca than ever and unlike many news organizations, we have never put
up a paywall – at rabble we’ve always believed in making our reporting and analysis free to all, while
striving to make it sustainable as well. Media isn’t free to produce. rabble’s total budget is likely less
than what big corporate media spend on photocopying (we kid you not!) and we do not have any
major foundation, sponsor or angel investor. Our main supporters are people and organizations -- like
you. This is why we need your help. You are what keep us sustainable.

rabble.ca has staked its existence on you. We live or die on community support -- your support! We
get hundreds of thousands of visitors and we believe in them. We believe in you. We believe people
will put in what they can for the greater good. We call that sustainable.

So what is the easy answer for us? Depend on a community of visitors who care passionately about
media that amplifies the voices of people struggling for change and justice. It really is that simple.
When the people who visit rabble care enough to contribute a bit then it works for
everyone.

And so we’re asking you if you could make a donation, right now, to help us carry forward on our
mission. Make a donation today (/donate).
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